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ABSTRACT 

Since Chinese characters are composed of a relatively small 

number of basic strokes and components, and since these units are 

spatially arranged within characters in a limited number of ways, 

many Chinese characters are similar in their overall graphic form. 

These Similar Form Characters can cause confusion for students 

learning the Chinese written language. In order to help students 

better identify and recognize Chinese characters, a bookle.t was 

developed in which commonly occurring Similar Form Characters are 

presented and contrasted, so as to point out their areas of 
. . :. -1 . 

similarity as well as their distinctive features. 
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..)imi larit;y in cha:::-acter f or m ca:! ue ;r,a r; i fest i n t wo :t'unda:ne:-:tal 

ways. First there is stroke or componen t similarity, where two or 

more characters have the same or similar strokes or components in 

common. Secondly, there is "proportional" similarity, where the 

constituent components of two or more characters are geometrically 

arranged in the same manner. Any two Similar Form Characters may 

exhibit one or both of these kinds of similarity. 

Characters with stroke or component similarity may be described 

in several different ways. First, two characters may possess the 

same component. Examples i nclude the characters -@G Lt(.. and ... with 

the component G in common, or the characters "fff and ~f with 

the component f in common. Second, characters may share the same 

component, where the component is also a character by itself. Examples 

include the characters 11' and 4 , which share the component 1.:/=-

or the characters t and -f- , which share t he component -f" 
There are Similar Form Characters that contain all the same strokes 

or components, but have these elements organized differently within them. 

For example, the characters 7J and /J share the elements J and ) 

while the characters G and ~ share the elements :J and L . 
It should be noted that "same" strokes or components are those that 

despite minor differences in stroke length or component size are 

nonetheless recognized as the same. For instance, 

is recognized as the same in both characters ;f~ 
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the component ]£_ 
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even t hough in th e l atter 2E..R_ , t he c omponent ...zJ:._ has a lon€:er 

GIJ 
f i nal stroke. Similarly, the component B is r ecognized as the 

/' 

1111 
same in the characters ~ and even though the size of the 

a!J 
component Ii ,, 

/\ 

is different in each of the characters. 

Similar Form Characters can possess components, strokes, or 

parts of strokes which are not exactly the same, but which are 

quite similar to each other. For example, the characters 

~~ and f~ have similar right-side components, namely 

( 1) ~+ and (2) ~ respectively . In both of these components, 

there are three strokes which are similar. These are the second, 

~~ird, and fourth s trokes of component (1 ) ; and t he second, fifth, 

and sixth strokes of component (2). Thus the components 

can be seen as sharing the common area )(. 

The left-side components of _jj( and f R , namely ( 3) j and ( 4) f , 
also share a common area of similarity j- , which is composed of 

strokes as well as parts of strokes. Thus the horizontal stroke 

of f- is a full stroke in both components (J) and ( 4), namely 

in ff and f However, the vertical portion of J-
is a full stroke in (3) but only part of a stroke in (4), namely 

in J:" versus in t In like fashion, the curved portion 

/ of /- is a full stroke in ( 4), but only part of a stroke in 

( 3) , namely / i n ff versus / i n ;f 

. • --:----- -. 
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The second major type of visual similarity among characters is 

"proportional" similarity. Here the components of two Similar Form 

Characters are geometrically arranged in a similar manner in each 

character. All Chinese characters can be thought of as being placed 

in an imaginary square, with their components occupying definite 

spaces within this square. Characters with proportional similarity 

have their respective components occupying roughly the same relative 

spaces in the imaginary character square; that is, the characters 

have become proportioned in the same way. 

Quite often, two characters have proportional similarity in addition 

to a more obvious stroke or component type of similarity. For example, 

besides the fact that the characters ~ /x and t F both have the 

component ~ in common, they are also similar in form because their 

components are arranged in the same way, namely as the right and left 

halves of a square rn , such as Jm and w ~ Additional 

examples of characters that exhibit proportional similarity include 
I '-) 

and %2; m the characters %fu which exhibit the pattern 

the characters J and "- which exhibit the pattern E1 
and the characters fa~ and ~ij , which exhibit t~e pattern GJ 

Characters that are similar in t heir overall graphic form can 

cause confusion for the student of Chinese and can lead to difficulties 

in character recognition and discrimination as well as reading 
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comprehension. To help the student better identify and emember 

Chinese char~cters, a character contrast method can be used, in 

which the student is shown groups of characters which are felt to 

be particularly confusing, due to their similar form. These Similar 

Form Characters can aid the student by enabling him not only to see 

those areas that are similar among a 5roup of characters, but also 

to recognize those features of a particular character which 

distinguish it from other similar ones. 

Many educators and teachers of Chinese have recognized the 

usefulness of contrasting Similar Form Characters as an aid to 

character recognition. In the book, Chinese Characters Easily 

Confused, edited by Henry C. Fenn, various groups of Similar Form 

Characters are set up for use by students. Similarly, in the 

presentation of individual characters in Mathews' Chinese-English 

Dictionary, Similar Form Characters are occasionally presented, the 

reader being asked to distinguish between them. Both of these 

books show how Similar Form Characters can be used as teaching aids, 

but the character contrasts which they present are of limited 

practical use for beginning students of Chinese, since they often 

include more "advanced" characters, namely _those which a student 

would probably not encounter in the early stages of character 

learning. 
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Similar Form Characters can be organized and geared specifically 

for beginning students, however, as has been done by Shau ~Jing Chan 

in his Chinese Reader :or Beginners. Here Chan uses Similar Form 

Characters in a number of review exercises, where he asks the student 

to discriminate certain similar characters previously studied. 

However, in other more widely used beginning texts for reading Chinese, 

such as Beginn ing Chinese Reader by John Defrancis, contrasts among 

Similar Form Characters are not shown; thus the student must either 

do without them or have them supplied by his teacher. 

It was through my own experience teaching the DeFrancis reading 

texts that I discovered a number of Similar Form Characters that might 

present problems in recognition for beginning students of Chinese. As 

the need appeared substantial for a character contrast method which 

could help the beginning student to better recognize and discriminate 

similar characters, I developed a Similar Form Character contrast 

booklet, which was designed to accompany the first reading text in 

the DeFrancis reader series, namely Beginning Chinese Reader. 

This booklet formed the major part of a thesis which I wrote at 

Seton Eall Uni vers i t y and was entitl ed, "Similar Form Characters 

and the Teaching of Reading in Chinese." 

The character contrast booklet which I devised for Beginning 

Chinese Reader incorporates several principles which form the basis 
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for a method of using Similar Form Characters to aid in character 

discrimination and retention. These ~rinciples include 

(1) the presentation of Similar Form Character pairs, lesson by lesson, 

giving their pronunciations in Chinese along with their meanings in 

English; (2) the contrasting of Similar Form Character pairs, showing 

areas of graphic similarity in strokes or components, as well as 

proportional similarity; ( J) the providing of information regarding 

possible sources of additional confusion between two Similar Form 

Characters, such as similarity in pronunciation, similar syntactic 

function, related meaning, occurrence in the same combination, etc.; 

(4) the construction of a set of review exercises for each unit, 

where two Similar Form Characters can be used in the same sentence. 

Examples of Similar Form Characters that appear in the character 

contrast booklet for Beginning Chinese Reader and which seem to 

present particular difficulty for the beginning student of Chinese 

include the following pairs: 7 
%Jl (shuo) 'say' and ~ - ~ (hua) 

( sh~o) 'few' and ,J-. 
.1±.. ( xi· an- ) 'speech ' ; :7L 

I~ av ± 
(mai) 'buy' and '{j .::!- (sheng) 'give birth to'; a 

I\ •" 

and 1~ (nl) 'you' and ~(ta) 'he/she'. 

(xi~o) 'little'; 

'first' and 

(~i) 'sell'; 

The purpose of this paper has been to show (1) that Similar Form 

Characters exist as a phenomenon in the Chinese writing system; and (2) 

that students' identification and retention of Chinese characters can 

be aided by pointing out the similarities and differences among 

commonly occurring Similar Form Characters. 
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